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Paul’s Summary (transcribed)
If you’re looking for the most interesting news in the Korean financial markets, you only have to look at the KOSPI, South
Korea’s benchmark index, which has surpassed 2,000 mark again for the first time in three years. Due to the unfortunate
sub-prime crisis, the index once plummeted to a thousand level and was almost halved. And now back to 2,000 level,
many people are speculating that it will stabilize over 2,000 and reaching (into) a bull market, which is making a lot of
retail investors very excited. Well, another financial analyst now predict that financial forecast is pretty mixed, the worst
is definitely over for the global economy making sure worried investors don’t have to worry about a nosedive in the
stock market, but South Korea still has a lot of hurdles ahead and it’s way too early to be bullish again.
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